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Rabbi Michael Beals    Rosh Hashana 5779 Day One  

Congregation Beth Shalom    Wilmington, DE 

KOL HA KAVOD TO ISRAEL 

 

 Shanah Tovah!  

As a young boy, on occasion, I answered my mother back in a sassy way.  

Not often, but sometimes.  In those moments when my dad caught me in the act, 

he would say something like, “don’t you EVER speak to your mother like that.  As 

long as you live under MY roof, you will give your mother the respect she 

deserves.” 

 Listen, you must not think ill of me.  I was really a very good child, you can 

email my parents at – rabbisdad@aol.com --  and ask them yourself.  My point is, 

that in some ways my father could have just have easily been speaking about the 

State of Israel.  “Don’t you ever speak that way about Israel!”  In our house, 

Zionism was a given.  No matter what we thought of the politics of the day – and 

it did seem so much simpler when I was a child – Israel and her leaders were 

always accorded a certain amount of respect, kavod.  I suppose we realized that 

at all times, Israel, her leaders, and her people, were in harm’s way.   

mailto:rabbisdad@aol.com
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The Middle East, in the time of Abraham, in 1948, 1967, 1973, and certainly 

today, is a very challenging neighborhood.  

 I stress the issue of kavod with regard to Israel, as our Congregation Beth 

Shalom Board of Directors has chosen to make kavod, Hebrew for respect or 

honor, to be the theme of our synagogue interactions in the New Year.  I like the 

idea.  Of all the things I find troubling in our current polarizing political climate is 

the awful lack of kavod people of different political viewpoints have for one 

another.   

 One of the reasons why Senator John McCain’s recent death was such a 

heavy blow to our country was because it seems he was one of the last 

practitioners of kavod in politics.  The clip being played repeatedly is the one 

where a McCain supporter in the 2008 Presidential election tells him she doesn’t 

trust his opponent, then-Sen. Barack Obama and insists that the Illinois Democrat 

is an Arab. You saw the video, I’m sure. McCain didn’t let her finish. Instead, he 

shook his head, took the microphone away from her and did something that 

would have seemed unimaginable during the most recent presidential election: 

He politely defended his opponent.  
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It is particularly poignant, that in making arrangements for his own funeral, 

Senator McCain requested that his political foe, President Obama, be one of the 

invited guests to deliver a eulogy.  I hunger for that level of kavod in American 

politics, and I bet YOU do too.  

 Skirting American national politics for the moment, how might we aspire to 

apply a spirit of kavod  to our discussions about Israel?  I cannot tell you how 

many times I have heard fellow Jews, even here in Wilmington, take passionate 

positions on Israel which lack kavod.  Not that I should pretend this is anything 

new.  Back in Theodor Herzl’s time, in 1897, you had the cultural Zionists who 

didn’t think Jews were ready for their own country yet.  You had the religious 

Zionists who insisted only Palestine could be the homeland for the Jews. And you 

had the political Zionists like Herzl himself, who could sense the inevitable 

destruction of European Jewry and wanted a Jewish state wherever it was offered 

– Uganda, Argentina – anyplace just to get Jews out of Europe in time!  Their 

spirited conversations at the First Zionist Congress in Basel could be described 

with many colorful adjectives – kavod would NOT have been one of them. 
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 Local Philadelphia-based author, Chaim Potok of blessed memory, caught 

the controversies swirling around Zionism in the 1940’s Brooklyn neighborhood of 

Williamsburg in his novel, The Chosen.  Did you ever read it? Pivotal to the 

Orthodox community was the question: could men and women bring about the 

establishment of a modern Jewish state, or was it best left up to the Meshiach? 

Kavod  was not a word I could say framed those arguments. Do not think this was 

just a question roiling the Orthodox Movement.  The Reform Movement of that 

time and earlier worried that Jewish support for Zionism would bring into 

question Jewish loyalties for their host country of America.  You might take your 

citizenship for granted today – but in the first half of this century, Jews were 

meant to feel anything BUT at home in America.  Only the Conservative 

Movement, under the leadership of Solomon Schechter, was unabashedly Zionist 

from the very beginning. 

 Whether it be the late 1890’s in Basel or the 1940’s in Brooklyn, Jews have 

often forgotten to employ values of kavod into their heated arguments swirling 

around Israel.  Perhaps with tweets and emails and Facebook postings, people 

have used the immediacy and anonymity to sink to new lows when it comes to 

lack of kavod.  
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I don’t want to fool you into thinking there was a Golden Era when it came to how 

we discussed Israel.  Although I suppose there WERE golden moments, when we 

found our unity.   

Times of tragedy – like when Israel was under attack, be it in the initial 

throws of coordinated Arab attacks on all sides following Israel’s Declaration of 

Independence in May 1948 – and again in June 1967.  And, of course, terrorist 

attacks, such as the Massacre of Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympic Summer 

Games of 1972, or the hijacking of the Air France plane in Entebbe in July of 1976. 

 Then there were moments of joy that brought Jews together around Israel, 

too, like the stunning Israeli rescue at Entebbe. There were the heroic rescues of 

threatened Jewish populations, first in Yemen, later in Ethiopia, and the 

ingathering of the Russian refuseniks, personalized by the arrival of Natan 

Shransky.  But those moments of joy are now eclipsed by shouts of acrimony and 

perhaps the hopelessness of achieving a true middle east peace. 

 If we WERE going to have a conversation about Israel today, based on 

kavod, how would we go about doing that?  I think we must start with the 

assumption that, as wrong-headed as we think our political nemesis is –  
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we must assume that he or she is arriving at one’s opinion from a place of 

sincerely caring about the survival of the State of Israel.  We might think the 

conclusions are flawed, but we must begin with the assumption that the motives 

are pure. 

We might also give credit to the other side for being intelligent.  We all 

have the same facts, we just arrange them differently to come up with different 

conclusions.  Finally, if we are going to expand the conversation beyond our 

Jewish community and engage Christians, students on the college campus, or 

Palestinians themselves – then we must come to the conclusion that people have 

different narratives – and those narratives and experiences help define where 

they stand.   

 For example, there is the narrative of a person who has family who either 

fled or was forcibly evacuated from pre-1948 Israel only to find themselves 

confined to a Palestinian refugee camp in the West Bank.  That narrative is going 

to be very different than the story a person whose family survived the Holocaust 

or Communist Russia, and has subsequently made their home for three 

generations in a West Bank Settlement over these past 50 years.   
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Older American Jews who remember the Shoah or a world without a State of 

Israel tend to feel very differently than younger American Jews who have only 

known a strong Israel ruling over three million Palestinians living in the West 

Bank.  Mainline Protestants who see it as their religious duty to champion the 

underdog naturally ally themselves with the Palestinians.  This differs greatly from 

Jews, who over the course of 2,000 years have seen themselves as the underdog.  

They often suffered under the thumb of an oppressive European Christianity.   

 How do we get from our own narrow narratives to a more expansive view 

where, with kavod, we can begin to entertain views different from our own?  We 

are blessed with a new partnership between our own Rabbi Jacob Kraft Adult 

Education Program and the Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd, who together 

will be bringing Rabbi Naomi Levy as our scholar-in-residence on the weekend of 

October 26-28.  In her new book, Einstein and the Rabbi: Searching for the Soul, I 

feel Rabbi Levy has anticipated and answered my question, with a citation from 

today’s Torah reading.   She writes: 

 The narrow mind sees only what’s in front of it.  The expansive view of the 

soul sees the answers to problems that have been plaguing us for a lifetime.   
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 That’s what happens to Hagar in the Bible.  She and her son Ishmael are 

cast off and alone wandering through the desert and they run out of water.  

 She is sure her son is going to die so she puts him down by a bush because she 

can’t bear to watch her baby perish.  And then the Bible says, “God opened her 

eyes and she saw a well.” 

 THAT was the miracle!  Not the well, the eyes to see what was right before 

her all along.   

 In the place of narrowness we assume we have no options.  With the eyes of 

the soul, we realize we have so many choices. 

 The soulful openness that Rabbi Levy is referencing in her rendition of the 

Hagar story is exactly the same type of soulful openness we need to employ in 

having kavod-based conversations about Israel.  We need a soulful openness  

where AIPAC supporters, J Street supporters, WZO-World Zionist Organization 

supporters, and Open Hillel supporters can all listen to each other around the 

same table.    
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Most of us today are so eager to express our own points-of-view, that we 

are absolutely incapable of stating the other’s arguments.  In the end, no one 

wins – everyone comes away from these types of discussions no wiser, no more 

enlightened than when they entered the fray. 

 One of the best ways of opening our eyes like Hagar in today’s Torah 

reading is through experiences.  There is nothing that can rival experiential 

education.  It is for this reason that for the third time in my rabbinate here, and 

for the second time teaming up with Adas Kodesh Shel Emeth, Rabbi Saks and I 

are co-leading an Israel trip from June 16-26.  You were each handed an itinerary 

with basic pricing when you entered the service this morning.  Please email back 

our office after yontev if you are interested in partaking in this community-

building experience.  We were careful to add new places and experiences for 

those who may have traveled with us in the past. 

 If you cannot travel to Israel, then both J Street and AIPAC have created 

experiences where you can travel to Washington DC to learn about Israel and 

participate in pro-Israel advocacy on Capitol Hill.   
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These organizations have different ways of expressing Zionist commitment, 

and they may arrive at very different conclusions regarding the best way to 

support Israel – but it is both unfair and untrue to cast doubt as to their 

fundamental commitment to a strong and secure Israel.  I have included 

information from both organizations among your Israel handouts this morning 

with the hope that, like Hagar, you can open your eyes to points-of-view other 

than the ones you brought with you into the sanctuary this morning.   

 Finally, courtesy of our Jewish Federation of Delaware, you can have rich 

Israel experiences brought to your Men’s Club, Sisterhood, Hebrew School 

classroom, even your local Rotary and Lion’s Club meetings.  All you have to do is 

invite our new Israeli Shelicha, Daniella Buchshtaber, to your next gathering.  She 

takes over her post after a record-setting three year run by her predecessor, Dana 

Berman, who by-the-way, expects to greet us during our June trip to Israel.  

Daniella is charming, warm, engaging, and speaks English beautifully, no doubt, a 

result of a previous position at the Hilton in Tel-Aviv.  And here’s a juicy tidbit – 

she didn’t come alone!  Daniella is joined by her fiancé, Noam, who is working at 

the University of Delaware’s Hillel.  They’re a team!   
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Daniella, could I trouble you to please stand and give our congregation a 

wave, so they will know who to turn to when they want to bring a little bit of 

Israel to their next gathering….Thank you Daniella. 

 Motivated by the Rabbis of the Talmud, and inspired by the eye-opening 

miracle of Hagar who learned to perceive new possibilities, in this new year may 

we bring kavod to our conversations about Israel, and to other challenging 

conversations where we might each hold passionate opposing views.  In 

becoming good listeners, with kavod, we should be able to entertain new 

opinions and possibilities at best, or at least be able to better appreciate our own 

points-of-view as we engage with opinions different from our own. 

 Here’s to a year of teshuvah –of fruitful and inspired change and growth. 


